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Abstract—With the rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and communication

technology, deep neural network (DNN) applications, such asmedical imaging, speech

transcription, handwritten text recognition, have beenwidely used in IoT devices.

However, due to resource constraints on these devices, e.g., limited memory capacity,

weak computing capacity, and low battery capacity, IoT devices cannot support

complicated DNN operation effectively and, thus, fail to fulfill the requirements of Quality

of Service of mobile users. One promising approach is to migrate the DNNmodel to a

remote cloud server to reduce the computing burden on IoT devices. Unfortunately, it still

suffers from high delay and low bandwidth when communicating with cloud servers.

Although the transmission delay of the edge server is low, its computing capacity lacks

scalability and elasticity.To makematters worse, in the real world, the wireless

connection between IoT devices and the cloud is intermittent, which can cause offloading

failures during large-scale DNN data transmission. In this article, we describe a DNN

model migration framework to overcome the abovementioned challenges, which consists
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of three parts: DNNmodel preprocessing, partition-offloading plan, and partition-

uploading plan. Accordingly, we introduce the operation of the DNNmigration and the

available methods for each part. In addition, we improve the DNN partition-uploading plan

in amultiuser edge-cloud collaborative computing environment. Finally, we highlight the

important challenges of achieving more efficient DNNmigration and point out the

unresolved issues of DNNmigration, whichmay shed light on future research directions.

& IN RECENT YEARS, the Internet of Things

(IoT) and mobile Internet have developed rapidly,

smart cities, smart homes, and smart transporta-

tion have become an indispensable part of social

life. As the core of artificial intelligence, deep learn-

ing technology, especially deep neural networks

(DNNs), has been widely used in a variety of fields,

which also brings many new challenges to mobile

terminals with limited resources. The require-

ments of emerging intelligent applications on com-

munication systems are mainly reflected in four

aspects: low response time, low energy consump-

tion, low monetary cost, and balanced-computing

resource allocation. The most obvious contradic-

tion is between the limited computing capacity of

IoT devices and running complicated DNN infer-

ence. When DNN models implement inference in

a resource-constrained computing environment,

how to optimize objectives, such as delay, energy,

andmonetary cost, is of great significance.

Considering that the limited computing resour-

ces of mobile devices cannot support complex

DNN operations, the traditional approach is to off-

load partial DNNmodels to remote cloud servers to

reduce the pressure of local devices. DNN migra-

tion in edge, cloud, or fog computing environment,

as well as other computing platforms1 have

attracted great attention. As we all know, cloud

computing has a high computing capacity and suffi-

cient storage space. However, the cloud server is

usually far away from the local device, and the data

transmission between the cloud server and the cli-

ent is readily affected by various factors, such as

transmission delay, data volume, and central com-

puting capacity. These factors put great pressure

on the network bandwidth and easily cause exces-

sive transmission delay, which cannot meet user

quality of service (QoS) requirements. Compared

with the cloud servers, edge servers are closer to

the client, which can effectively improve the effi-

ciency of DNN offloading and reduce the pressure

on network bandwidth. However, edge servers still

suffer from limited computing capacity and insuffi-

cient storage.

Generally, it takes a long time to upload and

execute the DNNmodel, due to the large size of the

DNN model, such as YOLO and FaceNet. Accord-

ingly, DNN query, i.e., the process of DNN infer-

ence, will only be implemented on the client until

the DNN model is uploaded. However, the client’s

computing capacity is low, which leads to the poor

performance of the DNN query. Thus, we perform

the DNN query while uploading the DNN partition,

and then use edge/cloud servers to optimize query

performance. We usually use DNN migration to

achieve two goals: one is to determine the DNN

layer distribution on the edge/cloud server; the

other is to determine the upload order of the DNN

layer. Thus, how to obtain the optimal DNN migra-

tion scheme has become an urgent problem to be

solved. In general, the migration of DNN models

faces the following challenges.

1) Large-scale DNN partition: In order to deter-

mine the upload order of the DNN layer, previ-

ous studies, such as He et al.’s work,2 have to

divide the DNN model, but the DNN partition

is usually very large, so there is no chance to

realize more efficient DNN query performance

throughmore fine-grained partitions.

2) Poor search ability:Most studies use traditional

algorithms, e.g., swarm intelligence algorithms,

to divide DNNmodels and obtain the DNN layer

distribution under each server. However, these

algorithms suffer frompoor global search capa-

bilities and tend to fall into local optimality.

3) Simple computing environment: DNN migration

is only suitable for very simple environments,

not formore realistic computing environments,

such as multiuser multiedge/cloud server envi-

ronments. In addition, it is also difficult to

achieve parallel processing of DNNmodels.
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4) User requirements: The requirements of users

for QoS are constantly increasing, especially

obtaining the results of DNN migration with

relatively low delay and energy consumption

at a lower cost. However, how to obtain an

ideal cost on the premise of balancing time

delay and the energy consumption is an

urgent issue to be solved.

The framework of DNN migration is shown in

Figure 1. First, the edge-cloud collaborative com-

puting environments can effectively integrate and

utilize different types of computing resources,

which ismore suitable for a large-scale DNNmigra-

tion. Second, we expand the application of the

DNNmigration plan under the edge-cloud collabo-

rative computing environment and realize the effi-

cient partition-offloading plan and partition-

uploading plan after DNN model preprocessing.

Finally, we propose the generation and operation

of DNN migration in a multiserver environment

and introduced the information flow in it in detail.

ENVIRONMENTS AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR DNN
MIGRATION

Computing Environments of DNN Model

The IoT devices will generate a large number

of DNN tasks, but they cannot handle large-scale

DNN tasks, so some DNN tasks are often migrated

to edge/cloud servers. We treat each DNN model

as a task, and each layer in the DNN model as a

subtask. Common computing environments usu-

ally include cloud computing environments, edge

computing environments, and edge–cloud collab-

orative computing environments.

Cloud Computing Environment According

to the deployment form, the cloud can be

divided into three types: private cloud, public

cloud, and hybrid cloud. The traditional cloud

computing environment has the advantages of

strong computing capacity and sufficient storage

space. However, because the cloud server is too

far away from the IoT device, problems, such as

high transmission delay, network instability, and

limited bandwidth are prone to occur, and thus,

it is difficult to meet the QoS requirements of

users.

Edge Computing Environment Any comput-

ing and network resource from the data source to

the cloud computing center can be defined as the

edge. Since the edge server is closer to the IoT

device, it can respond to requests from the device

in real time, and the transmission is more secure.

In addition, due to a large number of load flow

nodes, the data transmission speed is fast, which

is suitable for migrating DNN tasks that are highly

sensitive to delay. However, the edge server has

some defects, such as small computing capacity

and insufficient storage space.

Edge–Cloud Collaborative Computing

Environment Since IoT devices will generate a

large number of DNN tasks, the edge–cloud collab-

orative computing environment, as a novel system

architecture, can effectively accelerate the compu-

tational efficiency of DNN models. Figure 2 shows

the general diagram of the edge-cloud collabora-

tive computing environment. Compared with the

FIGURE 1. Framework of DNN migration.

FIGURE 2. Diagram of edge–cloud collaborative

computing environments.
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traditional cloud/edge computing environment,

the edge–cloud collaborative computing environ-

ment owns the advantages of both the high trans-

mission rate of edge computing and the high

computing capacity of cloud computing, which

can meet the migration requirements of the DNN

model.

Migration Requirements of DNN Model

With the explosive development of IoT tech-

nology, the number of wireless devices has grown

exponentially. In the meantime, a large number of

delay-sensitive and computationally intensive

applications are being deployed on these devices.

The computing environment is required to pro-

vide the powerful computing capabilities and

transmission rates to ensure low-delay service

quality. Themigration of DNNmodels usually con-

siders the effects of low delay, low energy con-

sumption, and lowmonetary cost. In addition, the

impact of network resource allocation is also

taken into consideration.

ARCHITECTURE OF DNN MIGRATION
The DNN migration plan includes DNN model

preprocessing, DNN partition processing, DNN

partition-offloading plan, and DNN partition-

uploading plan, as shown in Figure 3. The details

are as follows.

DNN model preprocessing: It refers to com-

pressing or merging DNN models before the DNN

partition-offloading plan and partition-uploading

the plan, thereby improving the processing effi-

ciency of the DNN model. As shown in Figure 3, it

mainly includes inception module preprocess-

ing, convolutional layer preprocessing, and fully

connected layer preprocessing.

DNN partition-offloading plan: As shown in

Figure 3, the DNN partitioning plan refers to split-

ting the DNN model, while DNN partition-offload-

ing plan refers to specifying the corresponding

offloading server for the DNN subtask. When the

offloading location is determined by the parti-

tion-offloading algorithm, the partitioning result

of the DNN model will be obtained naturally. We

FIGURE 3. Framework of DNN model migration. �1 Indicates the DNN model preprocessing. �2 Represents

the partition-offloading and partition-uploading operations on the preprocessing results.�3 Means that after

the corresponding server for DNN subtask offloading is determined by the partition-offloading plan, the DNN

partition-uploading plan obtains the upload order of DNN partition.�4 Describes the uploading process of the

DNN partition under the computing environment.
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refer to the abovementioned algorithm as DNN

partition-offloading algorithm.

DNN partition-uploading plan: Due to the large

size of the DNN model, if we directly upload the

full DNN model to the cloud/edge server, this will

lead to high transmission delay. Therefore, we

consider performing DNN queries while upload-

ing DNN partitions P3. The DNN uploading plan

refers to determining the sequence of uploading

DNN partition to the edge/cloud server.

Existing DNN partition-uploading methods

are mainly applied to the situation from a single

local device to a single edge/cloud server. Most

of the pioneering methods combine the shortest

path, and after multiple iterations, the partition-

ing plan is generated while obtaining the parti-

tion-uploading plan.

It should be noted that in the DNN partition

generated in the DNN partition-offloading plan,

the DNN subtask deployed to the edge/cloud

server is called P1; the DNN subtask deployed on

the client is called P2. The DNN partition gener-

ated in the DNN partition-uploading plan is a fur-

ther division of the DNN partition P1 generated

in the DNN partition-offloading plan. In other

words, the DNN partition-uploading plan builds

the upload sequence by dividing the DNN parti-

tion P1 into a finer-grained DNN partition, namely

P3. Obviously, the DNN partition P1 is composed

of the DNN partition P3.

DNN Model Preprocessing:
Inception Module Preprocessing For the

inception modules, it is common to consider split-

ting each inception module and executing them

together on both local and edge/cloud servers. To

avoid excessive data transmission on the wireless

network, the inception module is partitioned only

once, which can be considered as a minimum cut

problem, where algorithms, such as Boykov–Kol-

mogorov maximum flow algorithm and topologi-

cal sorting algorithm, can be applied. Then, the

inception module is cut into two disjoint sub-

graphs, with the first one processed locally and

the second one offloaded to the edge/cloud

server.3 In addition, when the difference between

the predecessor’s out-degree and the successor’s

in-degree under the inception module is 1, two

adjacent layers are merged into a new layer. The

data dependency between the predecessor and

successor will disappear after preprocessing.1

Some scholars have also proposed to directly

treat the inception module as a whole.4

Convolutional Layer Preprocessing In

view of the computationally intensive charac-

teristics of the convolutional layer, the tradi-

tional convolution process is accelerated by

low-rank decomposition schemes, and then the

original kernel set in the convolutional layer is

approximated by two low-rank decomposition

kernels. In another way, the feature map of the

convolutional layer is divided into blocks in

space, and a related feature mapping block is

assigned to an edge server, so that the feature

map of the convolutional layer can be indepen-

dently run on the edge server. In addition, the

introduction of a 1� 1 convolution kernel can

effectively enhance the nonlinear expression

ability of the network and greatly reduce the

number of model parameters.

Fully Connected Layer Preprocessing For

the storage-intensive fully connected layer, the

number of parameters in the fully connected

layer is actually the size of the weight matrix.

One method is to find a low-rank weight matrix

to approximate the original weight matrix,

thereby reducing the number of parameters of

each fully connected layer, and then reducing

the required storage space.5 Another method is

to use network pruning methods to sparse the

network, reduce the overfitting network, and

then improve the generalization ability of the

network.6

DNN Partition-Offloading Plan
One-StepSegmentation It mainly refers to the

processing of dividing the DNN model once and

then offloading one of the partitions to the edge/

cloud server. Some work considers the offload

performance of partitioning at each candidate

point, and selects the point with the optimal

delay/energy consumption performance for parti-

tioning.7 Furthermore, some scholars have also

proposed a binary search method, and then

proved that the optimal partition-offloading deci-

sion follows a one-climb policy. Based on this, the

Gibbs sampling algorithm was proposed to obtain

the optimal partition-offloading decision.8
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Swarm Intelligence Optimization This

method only relies on sampling the objective

function, and then realizes the overall random

search through a certain search mechanism,

mainly including simulated annealing (SA), parti-

cle swarm optimization (PSO), and genetic algo-

rithm (GA). In the edge-cloud collaborative

computing environment, for each preprocessed

DNN subtask, the optimal allocation of each sub-

task is searched as the partition-offloading strat-

egy of the DNN model.1

Distributed Deep Learning Deep learning is

a branch of machine learning that emphasizes

learning from continuous layers. The distributed

deep learning algorithm9 closely combines dis-

tributed learning and deep learning, and uses

multiple parallel DNNs to generate partition-off-

loading decisions, providing a new way for DNN

partition-offloading decisions in an edge-cloud

collaborative computing environment.

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) DRL10

reflects human learning by exploring and exploit-

ing feedback from the environment. In order to

achieve system optimization, previous works

usually convert the DNN offloading process into

a Markov decision process (MDP), and then

select the appropriate DRL algorithm to achieve

system optimization.

Meta Deep Reinforcement Learning Since

the sample complexity of meta-learning is

closely related to DRL, it is considered to com-

bine meta-learning and DRL in depth to obtain a

meta-deep reinforcement learning (meta-DRL)

algorithm.11 It can quickly adapt to new tasks

and new computing environments, and then

make partition-offloading decisions for the DNN

model faster in an edge–cloud collaborative

computing environment.

Deep Imitation Learning (DIL) DIL12 is a tra-

ditional supervised learning method, which

includes offline training and online decision-mak-

ing. After the high-quality demonstration is gen-

erated, the model can be trained offline, and

then the online decision can be made at a fast

online inference speed, which can obtain the

DNN partition-offloading plan very efficiently.

DNN Partition-Uploading Plan
Direct Uploading Algorithm This approach

typically estimates the expected query execution

time for each possible partition point and, based

on that, finds the optimal partition point for the

DNN model. By partitioning the DNN model once,

we can obtain the DNN partition-uploading plan

(i.e., partition-offloading plan), and then directly

upload the corresponding DNN partition P3 (i.e.,

P1) to the edge/cloud server.13

IONN Algorithm The DNN partition-uploading

plan is obtained by using the shortest path

method and penalty factor method. IONN uses

up to eight penalty factors to find partitions P3:

1; 0:5; 0:25; . . . ; 0:016; 0:0. However, partitions P3

are often very large, and there is a lack of oppor-

tunities for fine-grained partitions P3 to provide

better performance.14

Efficiency-Based Algorithm The upload effi-

ciency and the shortest path method are com-

bined to find the next partition in each iteration,

where the upload efficiency acts as a penalty fac-

tor. However, different from the fixed penalty

factor, the upload efficiency has higher flexibility

and selectivity. A greedy algorithm is designed

based on the upload efficiency, and the partition

P3 with the highest upload efficiency is repeat-

edly selected to obtain a more fine-grained DNN

partition-uploading plan.15

Recursive Efficiency Algorithm This

approach recursively splits partitions obtained by

the efficient-based algorithm and creates a more

fine-grained DNN partition-uploading plan.15 Com-

pared with the efficient-based algorithm, it is obvi-

ous that this algorithm further improves the query

performance of the DNNmodel.

GENERATION AND OPERATION OF
MIGRATION PLAN

Installation Phase: Generate Migration Plan

In this section, we will describe the installa-

tion of applications in an edge-cloud collabora-

tive computing environment, briefly introduce

the role of applications, and discuss the flow of

information between applications.

From Figure 4, the applications Program1 and

Program3 installed on the client and the edge/
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cloud server, respectively, are used to obtain the

execution time and index of DNN subtasks. The

application Program2 installed on the client is

used to generate the migration plan. The infor-

mation flow between the edge/cloud server and

the client is as follows: First, we install Program1

on the client, run each DNN subtask, and record

the execution time and index of the DNN subtask

as file1. Then, the edge/cloud server cannot

determine which DNN subtask will be executed,

so the edge/cloud server cannot collect the exe-

cution delay of each DNN subtask like the client

does. Install Program2 on the edge/cloud server,

where Program2 uses regression functions to cre-

ate prediction functions for DNN subtasks,

which can estimate the execution delay of each

DNN subtask under the edge/cloud server based

on the parameters of the DNN and the server.

Then, record the execution time and index of

each DNN subtask as file2. Finally, when the user

enters the computing environment, Program1 on

the client runs and obtains file1. At the same

time, Program2 will send the prediction results of

each DNN subtask file2 to the client. Then,

Program3 on the client combines file1 and file2 to

create a migration plan.

Running Phase: Operate Migration Plan

Existing DNN partition-uploading methods

are mainly applied to the situation from a single

local device to a single edge/cloud server. We

will execute the DNN query while uploading DNN

partitions P3, so two threads are required: 1)

Upload thread: upload DNN model and 2) Query

thread: execute real-time DNN query.

Upload Thread The application Program2 first

creates a partition-offloading plan to obtain the

DNN partition P1 and its distribution on the

edge/cloud server, and then creates a partition-

uploading plan to obtain the DNN partition P3

(P3 is divided by the DNN partition P1) and its

upload sequence on the edge/cloud server. Then

the upload thread starts to run the partition-

uploading plan. First, the upload thread sends

the first DNN partition P3 in the partition-upload-

ing plan from the client to the edge/cloud server,

and sends the confirmation result (CR) of the

DNN partition P3 offloading back to the client. If

the upload thread receives a failed result CR, it

resends the DNN partition P3 to the edge/cloud

server. Conversely, if the upload thread receives

a successful result CR, it sends the next DNN

FIGURE 4. Framework of information flow.
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partition P3 to the edge/cloud server, and then

sends CR of the next DNN partition P3 back to

the client. Repeat the uploading process until

the last DNN partition P3 is uploaded to the

edge/cloud server.

Query Thread Consider performing DNN queries

when uploading DNN partitions P3. The client will

repeatedly perform DNN queries, and immediately

propose a new query after the previous query is

completed. Before the DNN model is completely

uploaded, the query can be executed jointly

through the DNN partition P2 under the client and

the DNN partition P3 under the edge/cloud server.

The query thread is the process of uploading

DNN models, and performs a DNN query on the

incomplete uploaded DNN model under the edge-

cloud collaborative computing environment. The

local device obtains which DNN partitions have

been uploaded to the edge/cloud server by check-

ing whether the CR of each DNN partition P3 has

arrived. When a DNN query is triggered, the query

thread will execute the DNN partitions P3 in serial

order. The first local DNN partition is performed,

and then the input matrix (i.e., the output matrix

of the first local DNN partition) and the index of

the second DNN partition P3 are sent to the desig-

nated client or edge/cloud server. After the sec-

ond DNN partitions P3 is executed, the input

matrix and the index of the next DNN partitions P3

will be sent to the client or the edge/cloud server

where the next DNN partitions P3 is located. In

this way, the client and the edge/cloud server

jointly execute the DNN partition P3 until the

whole DNNmodel is executed.

IMPROVEMENT AND COMPARISON

Improvement of Partition-Uploading Plan

It is known that the existing partition-upload-

ing algorithm is only suitable for the situation

from a single client to a single edge/cloud server,

which is obviously not suitable for DNN uploads

in real scenarios. In this part, we will discuss the

performance of the DNN partition-uploading

plan in a multiuser edge-cloud collaborative

computing environment. It is mainly divided into

the following two steps.

1) We simply apply the PSO algorithm to

obtain the corresponding offloading position of

the DNN subtasks in a multi-user edge-cloud col-

laborative environment. 2) According to the

existing partition-upload algorithm, combined

with the unloading position of the DNN subtask,

the DNN partition P1 is divided to obtain the

DNN partition P3, and the upload order of each

DNN partition P3 can be determined.

Experimental Comparison
Experimental Setup We build an edge-cloud

collaborative computing environment R ¼ fr1;
r2; . . . ; r12g, where the first two belong to the cli-

ents, the last five belong to the cloud servers,

and the remaining five belong to the edge serv-

ers. We set the bandwidth between the local and

the edge is 10 MB/s, between the local and the

cloud is 0.5 MB/s, between the edge and the

cloud is 0.5 MB/s, between different cloud serv-

ers is 5 MB/s, and between different edge servers

is 10 MB/s. The CPU processing capacity

of the client, the edge server, and the cloud

server are set to 1:1� 2:3 GHz, 4:2� 18:3 GHz,

and 40� 120 GHz, respectively. Moreover, the

model size of Alexnet is 223 MB, and the model

size of the VGG model is 548 MB.

Performance Comparison and Analysis

We apply the classic Direct Uploading algorithm,

IONN algorithm, and Recursive Efficiency algo-

rithm to the multiuser edge-cloud collaborative

computing environment, so as to illustrate the

feasibility and necessity of the DNN partition-

uploading plan in the multiserver environment.

As shown in Figure 5, we track the system

delay changes of repeated queries of the Alexnet

model and VGG model, respectively. Among

them, the horizontal axis represents the upload

delay of the DNN partition P3, and the vertical

axis represents the change of the system delay

with the upload of the DNN partition P3. We con-

sider performing DNN queries while uploading

DNN partitions. In this process, we assume that

the client will repeatedly put forward DNN

queries, and execute new queries immediately

after the previous one is completed, until the

entire model is uploaded. In addition, During the

upload period of the DNN partition P3, the DNN

system delay will not change during the upload

period of the DNN partition P3.
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When compared with the Direct Uploading algo-

rithm that does not adopt the DNN partition-

uploading plan, the IONN algorithm and Recursive

Efficiency algorithmusing theDNNpartition-upload-

ing plan have a lower total system delay to com-

plete the DNN model query. This is mainly due to

the DNN partition P1 being too large and the trans-

missiondelayof uploading thewholeDNNpartition

P1 being too high. In the process of uploading the

DNN partition P1, DNN queries will only be com-

pleted by local devices, and the insufficient com-

puting capacity of local devices leads to the high

delay of DNNqueries. In addition, theRecursive Effi-

ciency algorithm has better query results than that

of IONN algorithm, which is mainly obtained by

more fine-grained partitions P3. In summary, we

know that adopting the DNN partition-uploading

plan can obtain more efficient DNN query perfor-

mance, and more fine-grained DNN partition P3

helps to obtainmore efficient DNNquery results. In

short, the abovementioned experimental results

demonstrate that themethod proposed in this sec-

tion can extend different types of DNN partition-

uploading plans to a multiserver environment. Fur-

thermore, the comparisonwith the direct uploading

algorithm also illustrates the necessity of extending

the DNN partition-uploading plan to a multiserver

environment.

CURRENT CHALLENGES AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF DNN
MIGRATION

Along with the increasing number of IoT devi-

ces, people have new demands for service quality

in daily life. In addition to the large granularity of

DNN partitions and not being suitable for multi-

server environments, DNN migration also faces

some challenges and opportunities in real-world

scenarios.

On the one hand, applications such as

unmanned driving, virtual reality (VR), and aug-

mented reality (AR) all put forward strict require-

ments for the delay. However, processing massive

amounts of data on the IoT devices puts a heavy

burden on battery consumption, and the high data

transmission delay of the cloud computing center

also brings greater transmission energy consump-

tion pressure on the client. Furthermore, The

requirements of users for QoS are constantly

increasing, and they hope to obtain the results of

DNN migration at a lower cost. In summary, when

DNN migration is performed in a resource-limited

environment, how to achieve the overall system

optimization of latency, energy consumption, and

cost andhow to specifically adjust the optimization

degree of each optimization objective according to

user requirements is an urgent issue to be solved.

On the other hand, we consider practical

issues that are ignored in the process of DNN

model migration. These issues are caused by the

greedy occupation of resources by users and the

unbalanced metric optimization. It is known that

the users entering the computing environment

are constantly changing, so when the users

entering the environment first occupy all the

computing resources of some edge/cloud serv-

ers, the users entering the environment later will

not be able to use the above servers, resulting in

FIGURE 5. Comparison of various DNN partition-uploading methods. (a) Alexnet model. (b) VGG model.
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an unreasonable allocation of computing resour-

ces. It can be seen that the unreasonable alloca-

tion of computing resources caused by the

dynamic changes of the computing environment

is also a problem worth studying in the DNN

migration in reality.

Most importantly, it is necessary to consider a

more practical circumstance of migrating large-

scale DNN subtasks in a more complex and

resource-limited computing environment with

multiple users in future work. Among others,

researchers should consider whether the pro-

posed DNN partition-offloading plan and DNN par-

tition-offloading plan are suitable for DNN models

with different types, sizes, and structures, which

is an issue that researchers need to focus on.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we have given our vision and

explored numerous new trends for DNNmigration

in IoTs. To fulfill the requirements of intelligent

applications for communication systems in a com-

puting environment with limited resources, we

have designed a DNNmodel migration framework,

where the DNN migration plan consists of three

parts, including DNN model preprocessing, parti-

tion-offloading plan, and partition-uploading plan.

We first describe the computing environment and

migration requirements for the DNN model. Then,

we comb the generation and operation of DNN

migration and summarize the common algorithms

of DNN migration. Furthermore, we propose a

DNN partition-uploading plan in a multiuser edge-

cloud collaborative computing environment and

compare the performance of different partition-

uploading plans. Finally, we consider the pros-

pects and challenges of DNN migration under the

existing technical conditions.

Edge computing provides low latency, high

availability, and privacy protection for local com-

puting services, and solves the problems of high

latency of cloud computing and constraints by net-

work environment. Accordingly, the DNN migra-

tion or placement technology will vigorously

mitigate the contradiction between the limited

computing capacity of IoT devices and complex

DNN inference. We expect that this visionary

research will be helpful to practitioners and

researchers who are interested in doing research

on the DNNmigration technology to promote intel-

ligent applications, smart cities, and other indus-

trial upgrades.
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